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The Warden Service in Denali National Park and Preserve reports that 709
climbers attempted McKinley in 163 separate expeditions and 474 were suc
cessful. Of these, 528 tried the West Buttress and 452 succeeded. Two climbers
made the third winter ascent, the first by the West Rib, but one was killed by a
fall. The third and fourth ascents ofthe Wickersham Wall were made, both by the
Canadian route or a variation. A new very difficult route was made on the S face,
between the Cassin and Roberts-McCartney route, but both climbers had
severely frost-bitten feet. One hundred and eighty-eight climbers attempted
other mountains in the Park, and 103 were successful. New routes were made on
Foraker and Huntington.

Much garbage and human waste is produced on McKinley now, and cannot
be left behind. To preserve snow for drinking, bags for human wastes are
provided and should be dumped into deep crevasses.

In the St. Elias Mountains, M t. Logan was climbed twice by the King Trench
and once by the E ridge, and four parties failed by several routes. Mt. Kennedy
was climbed twice, once by an unclimbed E ridge, and two groups were
successful on Mt. Steele and one also climbed Mt. Lucania. In the mountains of
the E arctic the main climbing was, as usual, in Auyuittuq National Park by five
parties. Three ascents were made ofAsgard by the 1953 route, one of them by two
Australians who also climbed the E face of Kilabuk by the Scott route and the S
face ofLoki. Several ascents were made by groups from Nottingham University.
Dave McAdam has continued his lone journeys by foot and kayak in the
mountains and fiords of eastern Baffin Island, mostly in bad weather, and
climbed several mountains east of Kaneetogosiegolo (south of Padloping Island)
and Sunneshine Fiords.

I am greatly indebted to Robert A. Gerhard, Lloyd Freese, Moira Irvine, Ray
Breneman and Dave McAdam for providing information.
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